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Abstract
The proliferation of digital libraries and the large
amount of existing documents raise important issues in efficient handling of documents. Printed texts in documents
need to be converted into digital format and semantic information need to be parsed and managed for effective retrieval. In this work, we attempt to solve the problems faced
by current web based archives, where large scale repositories of electronic resources have been built from scanned
volumes. Specifically, we focus on the scientific domain
and target scanned volumes of scientific publications. Our
goal is to automate the semantic processing of scanned volumes, an important and challenging step towards efficient
retrieval of content within scanned volumes. We tackle the
problem by designing a machine learning-based method
to extract multi-level metadata about content of scanned
volumes. We combine image and text information within
scanned volumes for intelligent parsing. We developed a
system and test it with real world data from the Internet
Archive, and the experimental evaluation has demonstrated
good results.

1. Introduction
With the proliferation of digital libraries, there arise
needs for efficient processing of existing printed documents.
Large amount of existing documents need to be transformed
into electronic formats, and content of documents need to
be analyzed and managed intelligently so that digital libraries can provide users effective access to information
within documents. The efficient processing of printed documents is very important for preserving and making use of
historical documents.
Advancements in scanning and automatic character
recognition techniques have facilitated efficient the transform from printed documents to electronic documents. Under this automated process, volumes of printed documents
can be scanned and OCRed (Optical Character Recognition) by machines. This also enable digital libraries to build

large repositories of electronic resources from printed documents. This automated process has become the standard
for digitizing printed documents, and it also set the stage
for processing semantics of scanned documents.
Although digital libraries host large repositories of
scanned documents, it is difficult to provide users efficient
search for content contained within scanned documents
because semantics information about content may not be
available. For instance, the Internet Archive [2] scan and
host large amount of historical scientific publications in an
attempt to provide researchers permanent access to historical collections. Volumes of scientific publications, bound in
the form of book, are scanned and OCRed by machines. Every volume of printed publications is transformed into one
electronic document. As a result, it is difficult for the digital
libraries to provide article-level search, since there is no semantic information about content within a scanned volume
such as issues, articles within each issue, etc. A user who
wants to find an article may need to look through a whole
volume or several volumes of publications. To achieve efficient article-level based search, automated techniques need
to be designed for parsing scanned volumes intelligently.
In this work, we attempt to solve problems faced by digital libraries where scanned volumes are hosted. The goal is
to parse scanned volumes intelligently and extract semantic
information about content of scanned volumes. We focus on
the scientific domain and target scanned volumes of scientific publications. Specifically, we aim to automate the process of identifying issues within a scanned volume, locating articles, and recording the multi-level information using metadata. These automatically generated metadata will
serve as the basis for efficient and effective content-based
access to scanned volumes.
Automatic metadata extraction from scanned volumes is
a unique problem identified by two characteristics: there are
possibly multiple issues and many articles contained within
one scanned volume; texts in documents are generated from
automatic scanning and character recognition. These key
features make the problem different from previous related
work on automatic metadata extraction from research papers [4] or title extraction from general documents [5]. In

the scenario of automatic metadata extraction from research
papers, every document corresponds to one research paper.
There is no need to identify the existence and location of a
research paper, which is a critical step in processing scanned
volumes. In the scenario of title extraction from general
documents, format information (font, alignment, etc.) are
proved to be effective for labeling titles. While in scanned
volumes, there is no direct format information associated
with texts which are generated by OCR process. Due to
these differences, techniques proposed in previous works
can not be applied to the problem of metadata extraction for
scanned volumes. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no existing work on automatic extraction of metadata from
scanned scientific volumes.
It is challenging to design techniques for extracting
metadata from scanned volumes automatically. There are
many categories of information within a volume: cover
page, table of content, notes, article, etc. Articles contained
within the same volume may have different style. And,
there is no embedded format information (font size, boldface, etc.) associated with text in scanned volumes. Furthermore, due to diversity across domains and along the time
line, various structures are used in different fields. Finally,
OCR errors in scanned volumes present another challenge.
All of these make automatic article metadata extraction a
difficult problem.
We combine both image and text information in parsing
scanned volumes. We choose to work on the DjVu XML [1]
file of scanned volumes, which is a special type of XML
file for scanned documents. In the DjVu XML format, text
and bounding box coordinates for every recognized word is
stored. The bounding box coordinates indicate the position
and size of a word within the page. By combing text and
bounding box coordinates of words within scanned volume,
a set of features are calculated for every line of text for the
purpose of recognizing lines containing metadata elements.
The line features are designed to approximate format information of texts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we list prior work in closely related areas. In
section 3, we give an overview of the whole system for processing printed scientific volumes. In section 4, we present
our method for automatic metadata extraction from scanned
volumes. In section 5, we describe the experimental setup
and the results. Finally, we conclude our work and suggest
future research directions in section 6.

2. Related Prior Work
Metadata information is the key material for the semantic web. Much effort has been put into effective generation, management, and use of metadata information, with
the purpose of achieving semantic-enabled services on web.

2.1. Automatic Metadata Extraction
Automatic metadata extraction has become an important topic for digital libraries, and different techniques have
been proposed to tackle specific problems in various domains. In scientific digital libraries, rule-based [3] and
machine-learning based [4] methods have been proposed
to extract article metadata elements for research papers. A
system [12] has been developed at U.S. National Library
of Medicine (NLM) to automatically generate descriptive
metadata that includes title, author, affiliation, and abstract
from scanned medical journals. In the educational digital library domain, methods have been proposed to extract
Dublin Core and Gateway for Education (GEM) metadata
from educational materials. There is also a classificationbased method[5] designed for extracting titles from general
documents using format features. Scanned documents raise
additional issues related to previous work in document image analysis. In the case a document is represented as an
image, document logical structure [13] can be derived. In
another case where part of a document is represented as an
image (figure), the type and other information can be obtained from content of the figure [11].

2.2. Service Oriented Structure for Digital
Libraries
Metadata information generated by digital libraries not
only facilitate the services provided by digital libraries but
also enable efficient integration of digital libraries into the
semantic web. A service oriented structure for digital libraries [14] has been proposed to integrate complex information retrieval systems into the semantic web. The integration is enabled by providing Application Programming
Interface(API) for services provided by digital library systems.
Our work aims to extract metadata for a special type of
documents: scanned scientific volumes. Objectives of our
work include identifying logical units (volumes, issues, research papers, etc.) contained within bound volumes of scientific publications and extract metadata set for every logical unit. The extracted metadata information will enable
retrieval of content within scanned volumes.
Scanned volumes of scientific documents contain much
more complicated information than individual documents
studied in previous works. Instead of containing a single
research paper, a report, or a presentation, a scanned volume normally has a hierarchy of information including issues, articles, etc. The requirement of generating metadata
sets in multiple levels makes our work distinct from related
previous work.

3. Overview
The whole system for converting printed scientific volumes to searchable electronic documents is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. System architecture.
At the beginning of the system, volumes of publications are scanned and stored as images automatically. The
scanned images are preserved in many different image file
formats, including JPG and DjVu [1].
The recognition module reads in scanned image files and
generates text information using OCR techniques. The text
generated by of automatic recognition are represented in
many different file formats and stored in the repository. As
shown in Figure 1, txt, pdf, and DjVu XML files are generated and included in the content repository. The three types
of files all contain text information and may also contain
other information. For instance, the DjVu XML file records
text as well as the position of words within each page; the
pdf file records both text and background information for
every page; and the txt file contains only text information.
Based on our goal of intelligent parsing of scanned volumes, we choose to work on DjVu XML files for metadata
extraction. Even though DjVu XML consumes more storage space than pure text files, the DjVu XML file contains
structured information about pages, paragraphs, lines, and
words as well as the bounding box coordinate of individual
words. The structured information is convenient for intelligent parsing, and most important, the bounding box coordinates of words provide position and size information
about words. Combining text, position, and size information, it is possible to design line features that approximate

format of text lines. The line features are designed to reflect
format changes among text lines into noticeable changes in
line feature values. Under this way, we use image and text
information in DjVu file format to derive format features
about text contained within scanned volume. Since DjVu
XML format provides clues on approximating format information about text in scanned volumes, we are able to obtain
both linguistic and format features from DjVu XML input
files.
The metadata extraction module consists of two major
components: feature extraction and metadata labeling. The
feature extraction component uses text and image information to calculate line features for text lines contained within
scanned volume. The metadata labeling component applies
both rule-based and machine-learning based method to extract metadata about issues and articles contained within
scanned volumes. Specifically, we use rule-based pattern
match to detect cover pages of issues, and use machinelearning based approach to label lines containing article
metadata elements. The extracted metadata includes information describing the volume and issues numbers, the article titles, article authors, the page of articles, etc. All these
metadata information decomposes the content of a scanned
volume into many searchable logical units.
After metadata describing scanned volumes and articles
within a volume have been extracted, content of scanned
volumes can be efficiently managed. Besides, multiple
sources of information (document images, content repository, and article metadata) are linked together through extracted metadata. Finally, web based archives will be able
to deploy search engines to provide article level retrieval to
end users.

4. Metadata Extraction Method
4.1. Outline
The goal of the metadata extraction is to parse scanned
volumes of scientific publications and generate descriptive
metadata. The generated metadata consists of two level information: volume level and article level. The volume level
information include the volume numbers and issue numbers
contained in each scanned book, the total number of pages,
and the start page of each issue, etc. The article level information identify all articles contained within a scanned book
and extract important metadata elements including title, author, start page, etc. The extracted volume level and article
level metadata reveal the content and organization of every
scanned book, which serve as the basis for efficient article
retrieval.
The metadata extraction method consists of two major
components. One component is parsing and feature extraction, the other is metadata labeling. Figure 2 shows the
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Figure 2. Metadata extraction process.
flow of functions in metadata extraction. The parsing and
feature extraction part reads in DjVu XML file, parse the
document and substructures inside it: page, paragraph, line,
word. Based on text and image information, features are
calculated for every line of text. Rule-based approach is
used to detect cover pages and recognize volume and issue
numbers. Supervised learning based approach is applied to
identify lines containing metadata elements.

4.2. Parsing and feature extraction
The parsing and feature extraction module takes DjVu
XML file as input and parse the objects contained within
XML file. There are four major types of objects in every
DjVu XML file: page, paragraph, line, and word. During
the parsing, features about page, paragraph, and line are
recorded.
<LINE>
<WORD coords="718,2602,1056,2546">Volume</WORD>
<WORD coords="1113,2612,1171,2553">I,</WORD>
<WORD coords="1209,2606,1349,2554">No.</WORD>
<WORD coords="1388,2608,1447,2558">1.</WORD>
</LINE>
(x2,y2)

Volume I, No. 1.
(x1,y1)

Figure 3. A sample DjVu XML line.
In DjVu XML file, there is bounding box coordinates associated with every word. For example, Figure 3 shows a
sample line object. In the line object, there are four word
objects. In every word object, there are text information
and four coordinates {x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 } specifying the bounding box of the word. From the bounding box information,
size and position about the word can be obtained.
We choose text line as the unit for feature extraction.
Compared with other objects (page, paragraph, word), line

is the appropriate unit for metadata labeling. Because article title and article author usually occupy one or a few consecutive lines. And words within within the same line normally have the same format. Thus, a set of features are designed to approximate format features of text line, and feature values are calculated based on bounding box and text
information. Detailed description about text line features is
presented in Besides, multiple sources of information (document images, content repository, and article metadata) are
linked together through extracted metadata. the following.
Font Features
Capital Mode : This feature represents the usage of capital characters in a line. The feature takes one of three possible values, {0, 1, 2}, corresponding to one of three modes:
non-capital, first character capital, and full capital. The feature is designed based on our observation that it is common
to use capital characters in article titles.
The capital mode of a line is dependent upon capital
mode of all words within the line. For any word, its capital
mode is obtained by analyzing its characters. After capital
mode of all words within a line have been decided, the number of words belonging to three categories are also recorded.
If we use n0 , n1 , n2 to represent the number of non-capital,
first character capital, and full capital words respectively,
the capital mode of a line, represented by CMl , is defined
as the following:

 0 if max{n0 , n1 , n2 } = n0 ;
1 if max{n0 , n1 , n2 } = n1 ;
CMl =

2 if max{n0 , n1 , n2 } = n2 .
Average Word Height : This feature represents the average height of words within a line. It is calculated as:

m  i
i
i=1 y1 − y2
m
where m represents the number of words in a line, y1i , y2i
are bounding box coordinates of the ith word in the line.
This feature is designed to approximate the height of the
font used for a line.
Average Character Width : This feature presents the average width per character for a text line. It is calculated as:

m  i
i
i=1 x2 − x1
m
i=1 ni
where m represents the number of words in a line, xi1 , xi2
are bounding box coordinates of the ith word in the line, ni
represents number of characters in the ith word. The feature
is designed to approximate the width of the font used for a
line.
Normalized Average Word Height : This feature represents the relative word height of a line compared with

heights of all lines in the same page. If n represents the
number of lines within a page, the normalized average word
height of the ith line is calculated as:
mi i,j i,j
(y1 −y2 )
j=1
mmi i i,j i,j
n
(y1 −y2 )
j=1
i=1

n

mi

where mi represents the number of words in the ith line,
are bounding box coordinates of the jth word in
the ith line. The feature is designed to compare height of a
line with that of other lines in the same page.
Normalized Average Character Width This feature represents the relative character width of a line compared with
character width of all lines in the same page. If n represents
the number of lines within a page, the normalized average
character width of the ith line is calculated as:
mi i,j i,j
(x −x1 )
j=1
mi2
ki,j
j=1
m
i xi,j −xi,j
n
(
)
j=1
mi2 1
i=1

y1i,j , y2i,j

n

j=1

ki,j

where mi represents the number of words in the ith line,
i,j
xi,j
1 , x2 are bounding box coordinates of the jth word in
the ith line, ki,j represents the number of characters in the
jth word in the ith line. The feature is designed to compare
character width in a line with that in other lines within the
same page.
Position Features
Alignment :This feature represents the horizontal alignment of a line within a page. It is a numerical value defined
as ssrl where sl is the distance in pixels from the left edge of
a page to left side of the first character in a line, and sr is
the distance in pixels from the right of the last character in
a line to the right edge of a page. The feature is designed to
approximate alignment of a text line. For a text line which is
central alignment in the original volume, this feature value
will be close to 1.
Line Position : This feature represents the vertical poy
.
sition of a line within a page. It is calculated as the hpage
where y represents the vertical position of the central of a
line, and hpage represents the height of the page in pixels.
For a scanned volume which contain many articles, article
titles may appear in diverse positions of a page, however,
we should not expect to see article titles in header or footer
part of a page.
Line Id : This feature represents the position of a line
within lines in the same page. For example, the line ID of
the first line is 1, the line ID for the second line is 2, etc.
Context Features
Previous Distance : This features measures the vertical

distance in pixel from a text line to the previous text line in
the same page.
Next Distance : This features measures the vertical distance in pixel from a text line to the next text line in the
same page.
Linguistic Features
Word Count : This feature records the number of words
within a line. The feature is designed based on the observation that article titles normally are not too long, and there
are relatively small number of words in every title line.

4.3. Metadata labeling
A scanned volume usually corresponds to a series of issues of periodical bound in book form. In order to describe
the content of a scanned volume, we define two levels of
metadata: volume level and article level. Volume level
metadata contain information about the whole scanned volume, and article level metadata contain information about a
single article within the scanned volume.
We combine rule-based pattern matching and machine
learning-based approach in the process of metadata labeling. The rule-based pattern matching method is used to
label certain metadata element which has specific pattern,
such as the volume number and issue number lines on cover
pages of issues. The machine-learning based approach is
used to detect metadata elements which may have certain
types of format patterns, but it is difficult to derive the
decision-rules manually.

4.4. Volume Level Metadata Labeling
The volume level metadata identify the range of issues
in a scanned volume, the mapping of a page number in the
original publication and the index of the page in the digitized document. In order to facilitate presentation, we use
page number to refer numbers printed on the original document, and use page index to refer the index of a page in
the digitized document. For instance, for a PDF file containing a scanned volume, if the PDF file has 485 pages,
the range of page index is [1, 485]. Normally, the maximum
value of page index is bigger than the maximum value of
the page number for a scanned volume. Because there are
empty pages, cover pages, and other pages contained within
a scanned volume which do not have page numbers in the
original document.
The identification of the range of issues is determined by
the detection of cover page of issues. Rule-based method is
used to detect special patterns in cover pages, for instance,
the volume and no. information. Furthermore, duplicate
cover pages for the same issue are detected, and the cover

page which is closest to the content is chosen as the start
point of an issue.
In order to tolerate OCR errors in cover page detection,
we use Levenshtein Distance[10] metric to measure the possible match of a string corrupted by OCR errors and a target
string. For instance, for a word “volume”, which is critical
for cover page detection, there are some variations caused
by OCR errors, such as “voluime”, “volm”, etc. By setting
the threshold Levenshtein Distance value, we can configure
the system to tolerate a specific number of character errors
within one word. Based on our manual checkup, we found
that there a high probability of OCR errors in cover pages,
partly due to the reason that special fonts are used in cover
pages and relatively more noise appear on cover pages.
Page number is recognized by analyzing text in certain
areas of every page and context analysis. Since it is almost
always true that page number is printed at the top or bottom area of a page, the area for searching page number is
restricted. On the other hand, OCR process brings a lot of
challenges. For instance, “11” on a page may be recognized as two separate words “1”, and “1”. To tolerate this
type of problem, we combine two neighboring numbers if
the spatial distance between them is below certain threshold
value. As another example, number “6” may be recognized
as character “b”, which will cause the failure of page number detection. In order to tolerate failure in page number
detection due to various reasons, we use context analysis
method. Specifically, for a page without valid recognized
page number, the algorithm will try to fill in the page number by checking the page number in previous and following
pages.

4.5. Article Level Metadata Labeling
The goal of article level metadata extraction is to identify
and describe articles contained within a scanned volume,
since article search has become an essential tool in scientific
digital libraries. In order to facilitate browsing and searching articles contained within scanned volumes, we aim to
extract important metadata elements for every article. The
current metadata element name, type, and descriptions are
listed in the following Table 1.
In Table 1, several metadata items are designed to link
information from different resources. For instance, the start
page number, start page index, and start page image file are
used to link one page in the original publication to the corresponding page in the digitized document, and the page
image in the database of scanned page images. The link
between different resources is designed to enable potential
new features of article search.
We use a machine learning based approach to detect title and author information. Specifically, we use line as the
unit and attempt to label the lines containing titles. Fea-

Table 1. Article level metadata elements.
Name
Type
Description
Title
String
article title
Author
String
article author
Volume
Numerical
volume number
Issue
Numerical
issue number
Start Page Numerical
start page number
End Page
Numerical
end page number
Page Index Numerical
start page index
Page Image
String
start page image file
tures of every line are extracted, as described in the previous subsection. Thus, every line in the scanned volume
corresponds to one vector of feature values. For each genre
of publication, we manually label a small set of lines and
train the model. After that, the trained model can be used to
label lines from scanned volumes of the same genre. This
supervised-learning based approach is used to achieve flexibility for different academia fields, publishing authorities
and diverse formatting styles.
After title lines are detected, other article level metadata
can be obtained based on extracted volume level metadata
and title lines. For instance, since we have extracted the
page (page index) of an article title, other elements such as
volume number, issue number, page number, etc. can be
obtained by combining extracted volume level metadata.

5 Experimental Results
5.1. Experimental System
We have developed an experimental system to parse
scanned volumes and generate metadata. For the DjVu
XML document parsing and line feature generation, a program is developed using Java and XML DOM parsing API.
The major modules of the program are shown in Figure 2,
which contains page parsing, paragraph parsing, line parsing, and word parsing. The program is designed to take
DjVu XML file of a scanned volume and generate metadata
in formatted text file.
In the machine-learning based title labeling, the input is
a collection of vectors, where every vector corresponds to
one line of text. We employ the SVM model and use SVM
light [8] binary classification software to train and extract
title lines. Extracted title information are combined with
volume level metadata to generate the whole list of metadata
elements for articles contained in the scanned volume.

5.2. Experimental Setup
We have conducted experiments on extracting metadata
from scanned volumes using the proposed method. We

use precision and recall to measure the performance of automatic identification of articles contained within scanned
volumes. We have collected our test dataset from the Internet Archive, an Internet library which provides access
to historical collections. Tests have been conducted on
selected scanned volumes of proceedings contributed by
Smithsonian Institute [6].
For a test scanned volume, we manually check every
page of the volume and record the information about issues and articles contained within the scanned volume. Issue numbers, cover pages, and article metadata information
are recorded. These manually generated metadata information serve as the ground truth for our experiments. For a
test scanned volume, we also use the DjVu XML file as input and run our experimental system to obtain automatically
generated metadata information. Finally, we compare automatically generated metadata with ground truth metadata to
calculate the precision and recall of article identification.
We selected two volumes of scanned books, which have
about one thousand pages, and manually labeled them for
our experimental test. The information about the test data is
shown in the following Table 2.
Table 2. Test dataset.
Property
Value
Genre
ENTO
Volume number
{II, III}
# of issues
9
# of scanned pages
893
Time
19th century
DjVu XML file size / Volume
7 ∼ 8M
Scanned PDF file size / Volume
45 ∼ 55M
In the above Table 2, the “ENTO” refers to “the Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Washington”. Each
scanned volume in the dataset contain many articles (presented articles) with various length.

5.3. Experiments
The parsing and feature extraction module takes DjVu
XML file as input, parse objects within the file, and generate feature vectors for text lines. Every vector corresponds
to one line of text contained within the scanned volume. The
elements in feature vector represents values of line features,
which have been described in the previous section. To facilitate the presentation, the list of line features is summarized
in the following Table 3.
Class labels of text lines in a scanned volume are generated from manual metadata record for the volume. Currently, we use separate indicator for title begin and title
end respectively. The title begin label represents whether
a line is the beginning of an article title; and the title end

Feature ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 3. Line features.
Name
Capital Mode
Average Word Height
Average character Width
Normalized average word height
Normalized average character width
Alignment
Line position
Lind ID
Previous distance
Next distance
Word Count

label represents whether a line is the end of an article title.
Combining the sequence of line feature vectors generated
for the scanned volume and the corresponding sequence of
class labels, we obtain the experimental data for supervisedlearning based title extraction.
There is an imbalance issue [7] associated with our experimental data due to the nature of our problem. For text
lines contained within a scanned volume, there is only a
very small ratio of title lines. For instance, in Proceedings
of the Entomological Society of Washington Vol II., there
are 484 pages and 3200 text lines in total. On the other hand,
there are 86 articles contained in the volume which means
86 titles. Thus, the number of positive instances (title begin, title end) is much smaller than the number of negative
instances, and the ratio of positive instances in the whole
set is only 0.1% ∼ 0.2%. From previous research and our
preliminary experiments, the imbalanced training set causes
low performance in statistical classification process.
We adopt the idea of shrinking the majority instances [9]
in order to make the dataset balanced. In our dataset, we
randomly select negative instances to make the number of
negative instances close to the number of positive instances.
Then, a balanced data set is obtained. We use six-fold crossvalidation to conduct the train and test process and collect
the performance results.

5.4. Performance Results
There are volume level and article level metadata generated by our experimental system. We obtain the performance of our system on automatic metadata generation by
comparing automatically generated output with the groundtruth metadata generated manually.
The performance of using rule-based string pattern
match and applying Levenshtein Distance to tolerate OCR
error works well on cover page detection. In our test volumes, issue cover pages and duplicate cover pages are detected successfully.

The performance of article metadata extraction is measured by precision and recall, which measure the ratio of
correctly extracted metadata vs. total extracted metadata,
and the ratio of correctly extracted metadata vs. total metadata respectively. Even though we tackle the labeling problem by using statistical classification method, we believe
precision and recall are more precise measures than classification error rate for our problem, since we care more
about the correct identification of articles and article metadata extraction. In the automatically generated article metadata output, if a set of metadata correctly identify an article, it is a success case. In our current work, the end page
of an extracted article is the same page as or the previous
page to the start page of the next article, depending on the
location of the title lines of the next article. By manually
checking the automatically generated article metadata set
with the ground truth article metadata set, performance of
our system on the test dataset is summarized in the following Table 4.
Table 4. Precision and Recall.
# of articles
146
# of extracted articles
141
# of correctly extracted articles 138
Precision
98%
Recall
94%
The results in Table 4 shows the effectiveness of the supervised learning based approach using the designed set of
line features. It reveals that the text line features calculated
based on position, size, and text information are able to approximate the format of text lines and detect format changes
among text lines. And also, article title lines within scanned
volumes of the same genre share certain format styles.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented our system for intelligent parsing of
scanned volumes for web based archives. The whole system
of handling bound scientific volumes includes scanning, automatic recognition, metadata extraction, and search. We
propose a method for parsing scanned volumes, extracting text line features, and labeling volume level and article level metadata. A supervised learning-based approach
is proposed for extracting metadata for articles contained
within scanned volume. Both image and text information
in scanned volumes is utilized for intelligent parsing. The
empirical results showed that good precision and recall can
be achieved on real-world use.
In the future, we plan to work on the following directions. The intelligent parsing and metadata extraction program will be integrated with other components (scanning,

recognition, and search) in the document processing system. And We will apply our system to large scale repositories of scanned volumes.
This work was supported in part by the US National Science Foundation under grants 0535656, 0347148, 0454052,
and 0202007, Microsoft Research, and the Internet Archive.
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